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1 About This Manual 

1.1 Purpose of This Manual 

This manual describes The System Connectivity Status (SCS) subsystem. 

1.2 Structure of This Manual 

This manual contains seven (7) chapters: 

 Chapter 2 describes the purpose of the SCS subsystem 

 Chapter 3 describes the basic features and the theory of operation of the 
SCS subsystem. 

 Chapter 4 describes the Line Section Data editor. 

 Chapter 5 describes how line sections are displayed on a map with the 
WorldView Viewer. 

 Chapter 6 describes how to use the Line Section Maintenance Utility 
(LSMU). 

 Chapter 6 shows the formats for a line section data report. 

 Chapter 7 describes the import of topological data. 

1.3 Associated Documents 
  Worldview PC Developer's Guide Manual (WVPC-3000-PG) 

 QSCADA Database Preparation Guide (DB-3000) 

1.4 Definitions 

Definitions used in this manual: 

 Line Section.  A line section is a device or length of conductor. 

 Network.  A network is a linked set of line sections. 

 Topology.  Topology is the physical link between line sections of a 
network. 

 Connectivity.  Connectivity is the electrical link between line sections of a 
network. 

 Energized.  A line section is considered to be energized or "Live" if it is 
electrically connected to a power source. 

 De-energized.  A line section is considered to be de-energized or "Dead" 
if it is not electrically connected to a power source. 

 Looped.  A line section is considered to be part of a loop if the number of 
electrical paths between it and another line section, without going through 
a power source, is more that one. 

 Paralleled.  A line section is considered to be paralleled if there is more 
than one power source electrically connected to that line section. 
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 Drawing Style.  All graphics displayed on the world map have a drawing 
style associated with them, which determines how they are displayed.  A 
drawing style has the following attributes: 

Color.  the color of the graphics 

Blinking.  whether the graphics blink and how fast 

Line Width.  the width of line graphics 

Fill Pattern.  a colored pattern used to draw the graphics instead of 
the selected color. 

Any or all of the above attributes may be used to distinguish one drawing style from 
another. 

For more detail on how to create or modify drawing styles, see the WVPC-3000-PG 
(Worldview PC Developer's Guide) Manual. 

 Drawing Style Table.  A drawing style table is a collection of drawing 
styles.  Drawing style tables are used to display the line section's 
graphics.  The graphics are displayed in the drawing style corresponding 
to the state of the line section. 
For more detail on how to create or modify drawing style tables, see the 
WVPC-3000-PG (Worldview PC Developer's Guide) Manual. 

 Feeder Main.  A feeder main is the first line section of a feeder. 

 Tie.  A tie is a normally open breaker or switch that connects two radial 
networks. 

 Conductor.  A conductor is a line section that connects two devices. 

 Rectifier.  In SCS, a rectifier is a line section that represents a device that 
permits the flow of energy in only one direction.  In the rectifier line 
section, energy flow is from input to output(s). 

2 Introduction 

The purpose of the System Connectivity Status (SCS) subsystem is to calculate and 
display energized/de-energized status based on the topology of the network and the 
current status of the breakers and switches. 

For areas that are energized, SCS indicates where the network is paralleled or looped.  
When an operator action either de-energizes parts of the network or creates a parallel or 
loop condition, SCS outputs an alarm to warn the operator.  Except in systems where the 
alarming of paralleled and/or looped conditions have been disabled. 

In combination with the Operator Training Simulator (OTS), the SCS function can be used 
to verify results of contemplated switch operations before actual implementation. 

The SCS subsystem is supported by an interactive graphical line section editor built into 
the WorldView map editor, as well as a maintenance utility that can be sued for batch 
updates and reports. 
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3 Functional Description 

This section contains an overview of the SCS subsystem and describes its theory of 
operation.  The details of how to use the subsystem are explained in later sections. 

3.1 SCS Calculation 

The SCS system determines the connectivity of power system equipment on the power 
network, for any combination of networked and/or radial circuits, using the network 
topology and the status of the breakers and switches.  The status of the breakers and 
switches are obtained from the SCADA database.  The status of these database points 
may either be telemetered from RTUs or the can be manually entered by the operators. 

For each network line section, SCS calculates and assigns one of the following 
connectivity states: 

De-energized 
De-energized, Looped 
Energized 
Energized, Paralleled 
Energized, Looped 
Energized, Paralleled, Looped 

A recalculation of the network connectivity is performed immediately whenever a change 
in equipment status (i.e. breaker or switch position) is recorded by the SCADA system. 

When a part of the power network becomes de-energized, looped or paralleled due to an 
operator action, SCS raises an alarm and logs which switching event caused the new 
abnormal state. 

The hierarchical nature of a radial electrical power distribution system is reflected by the 
association of each line section with a line section that is regarded as being the start of a 
network level.  The network levels supported, in descending order are: 

Station Transformer 
Station Bus 
Station Feeder 
Substation Transformer 
Substation Bus 
Substation Feeder 
Tie 

The connectivity calculation starts at the top of the network (the station transformer level) 
and proceeds downwards through all the links of the network, propagating the state to all 
electrically connected line sections.  Those line sections, which are not electrically 
connected to any power source, are marked de-energized. 

The energized/de-energized status of the station transformers is determined by the state 
of the associated status point of the station transformer line section.  The state of this 
status point can be telemetered from an RTU, manually entered by the operators or 
calculated. 

The connectivity calculation is a two-pass operation.  The first pass determines the 
"energized" state of each line section up to any line section, which has an equipment type 
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of "tie switch" or "tie breaker".  The second pass propagates the energized state beyond 
the tie switches and breakers, and checks for loops and parallels. 

A paralleled is detected if a closed tie switch or breaker connects the two sections that are 
energized from two different feeders. 

For the purpose of determining loops, the connectivity calculation increments an SCS 
"sequence number" each time it starts processing the network.  As each line section is 
encountered, the line section's "sequence number" is checked against the current SCS 
"sequence number".  If the two sequence numbers do not match, then the line section's 
"sequence number" is updated to that of the current "sequence number", otherwise a loop 
has been detected.  When a loop is detected, the links are backtracked until the line 
section where the loop was detected is encountered again.  All the line sections 
encountered during this backtrack are set to "looped". 

The connectivity calculation treats all three phases of a 3-phase line section as a group.  
On single-phase laterals, however, all line sections must be defined and treated as single-
phase.  The editing facilities enforce that once the network representation splits into 
individual single-phase line sections, all line sections downstream are single-phase. 

3.2 Display of Line Section Status 

The WorldView Viewer displays line status by color-coding the line sections on the map.  
The color of the line sections is determined by the line sections' electrical connectivity 
states, i.e., de-energized, energized, looped and parallel.  When the electrical connectivity 
state of a line section changes, the color of the line section on the map is automatically 
updated. 

The line section color-coding scheme can be modified by the user by editing the 
associated drawing styles and drawing style tables. 

The WorldView Viewer contains special Trace function.  Using this function, the operator 
can request a trace (i.e., highlight) of all the line sections connected to a feeder, bus or 
transformer.  The traced line sections are displayed in a color selected by the operator.  
For more detail on the trace function, see Line Section Data Viewer. 

3.3 Editing Line Section Data 

The WorldView Map Editor allows the user to graphically edit map and line section data at 
the same time.  The graphical representation of the line sections are added to the map 
using the standard graphical editing tools of the map editor.  The graphics are then 
grouped and turned into line sections using the line section dialog box.  The line section 
data is entered through a series of dialog boxes.  Links to adjacent line sections are 
specified by selecting them with the mouse.  For more details, see Line Section Data 
Editor. 

Once the line sections have been created, the line section data can be modified using 
either the map editor or an interactive line section maintenance utility.  The line section 
maintenance utility can be operated from any QSCADA client.  Note that the line section 
maintenance utility does not edit the maps but only the line section data.  For more details, 
see Line Section Maintenance Utility. 

Whether the line section database is edited via the map editor or the line section 
maintenance utility, the editing changes are first stored in temporary files.  These can be 
made permanent for use online by means of the WorldView Publish command. 
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To provide a visual guide to the user who is adding line sections to a map, the editor 
provides a topological trace function similar to the electrical connectivity trace function in 
the WorldView Viewer.  In a topological trace, the editor assumes all breakers are closed, 
and all tie switches and tie breakers are open. 

Another feature designed to help manage the line sections editing process is the line 
sections report.  This report prints out a list of line sections and their connections.  For 
more details see Line Section Report. 

3.4 Publish 

The temporary files that are created when the maps and line section data files are edited 
can be made permanent using the Publish command. 

When a Publish command is executed, the SCS subsystem reloads and uses the new line 
section data for the SCS calculations.  To use the new World maps, the operators must 
get the new files to their workstations and then reopen the map in the WorldView Viewer. 

3.5 Data Structures 

The line sections database consists of the following structures: 

 Main Data File (filename = LS_MAIN.DAT) 

 Associated Data File (filename = LS_ASSOC.DAT) 

 Calculated Data Table (global section name = LIST_REC) 

A subset of the Main Data file is maintained in memory, in a global section named 
LSM_REC.  The Calculated Data table is used to store the results of the SCS calculations.  
A copy of this table is maintained on each display section. 

For each line section, the following information is stored in the Main Data File: 

 Record status (in use) 

 Line section name 

 Type of equipment (e.g., bus, feeder, etc.) 

 Phase (R, W, B or 3) 

 Status point ID 

 Adjacent line section Ids 
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For each line section, the following information is stored in the Associated Data File: 

 Line section description 

 Number of customers online section 

 Associated analog point Ids for volts 

 Associated analog point Ids for amps 

 Associated analog point Ids for watts 

For each line section, the following information is stored in the Calculated Data table: 

 SCS sequence number 

 Line section status (energized/looped/parallel/error) 

 Network level (station/sub-station, transformer/bus/feeder/tie) 

 First line section ID in network level 

 Adjacent line section ID 
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4 Line Section Data Editor 

A Line Section on a map is a group of drawing primitives associated with a piece of 
electrical equipment such as a conductor or breaker. 

4.1 Adding a Line Section 

To add a line section to a world map, select a group of drawing primitives and then select 
the Edit->Group->Line Section menu. 

 

This displays the Line Section creation dialog box: 

 

Enter the name of the line and click on the OK pushbutton. 

NOTE 
Line section names may not contain quotes (i.e., "or"), or blanks at the beginning or 
end of the name (blanks are allowed inside the name itself). 
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4.1.1 Line Section Editor 

The operator specifies the following information for each line section: 

 Type 

 Line Section Description (80 characters) [optional] 

 Phase (R, W, B or RWB).  Note that if you prefer, the system can be 
configured to use ABC instead of RWB. 

 Connections.   

- Connected Line Section Names (up to 8 depending on equipment 
type). 

- For Rectifiers, the first connection is the input, all others (up to 7) 
are outputs. 

 Number of customers  [optional] 

 Associated Status Point Name - used to determine the electrical 
connectivity 

 Associated Voltage Point Names (3) - one per phase [optional] 

 Associated Current Point Names (3) - one per phase [optional] 

 Associated Watts Point Names (3) - one per phase [optional] 

 Circuit.  Determines the color of the line section for each state.  The 
drawing style table used to display the line section is the name of the 
circuit type prefixed with "SCS_", i.e., if the circuit type is 4KV, the drawing 
style table used would be SCS_4KV. 
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To change the equipment type, select the desired equipment type from the list by 
clicking on the down arrow for the Type selection list. 

 

The following types of equipment are supported: 

Station Transformer 
Substation Transformer 
Bus 
Feeder Main 
Tie Switch 
Tie Breaker 
Switch 
Breaker 
Splitter (3 Phase to Single Phase)  
Fuse 
Conductor 
Rectifier 

The default equipment type is Conductor. 

To enter the associated analog point names, click on the Associated Analog Point 
Names tab.  Enter the names of the analog points that correspond to the voltage, 
current and watt points for the line section and click on the OK pushbutton.  
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To change the drawing style table used to color the Circuit section, select 
the desired Circuit from the list by clicking on the down arrow for the Circuit 
selection list.  The new drawing style table used to draw the line section is 
displayed and is created by prefixing the circuit type name with "SCS_". 

 

The mapping of line Section State to drawing style table entry (used to color 
the line section) is shown below. 

Drawing Style Table Index Line Section State 

0 de-energized 

1 de-energized, looped 

2 energized 

3 energized, paralleled 

4 energized, looped 

5 energized paralleled, looped 

The connected line sections can either be entered by typing the name of the 
line section and clicking on the Apply button, or else just clicking on the line 
section on the map to be added to the Connections list.  To remove a line 
section from the Connections list, click on the line section in the list and then 
click on the Remove button. 
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4.2 Modify a Line Section 

To modify a line section of world map, select the line section's group of drawing primitives 
and then select the Modify from the Edit menu.  This displays the Line Section Editor 
dialog.  Change the data requiring modifications and save it by clicking on the Apply or 
Save buttons. 

4.3 Delete a Line Section 

To delete a line section from a World map, select the line section's group of drawing 
primitives and then select the Modify option in the Edit menu.  This displays the Line 
Section Editor dialog.  Then click on the Delete LS button in the dialog box.  A 
confirmation dialog box is then displayed. 

 

If the Line Section is to be removed from the map and the corresponding Line Section 
Data is to be deleted as well, click on the Yes button.  If only the Line section on the map 
is to be deleted, click on the No button.  If neither the Line Section nor its Data is to be 
removed, click on the Cancel button. 

Only the association of the Line Section and the drawing primitives are deleted, no 
drawing primitives are deleted and the drawing primitives remain grouped after the delete 
operation is completed. 
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5 Line Section Data Viewer 

The WorldView Viewer displays the map with the line sections represented by the 
graphics as defined by the WorldView Editors. 

The states of the line sections are determined by the SCS calculation program on the 
host.  The line status is updated every time a status point changes state.  The status of a 
line section is represented on the map by coloring the line section according to the 
drawing style corresponding to the state in the drawing style table defined for the line 
section. 

 

The operator can request a trace of all the line sections of a feeder by clicking on the 
Trace On option of the SCS menu and then clicking on a line section of the feeder to be 
traced.  To trace all the line sections of the feeders attached to a bus, click on the Trace 
On option of the SCS menu and then click on the bus to be traced.  To trace all the line 
sections of the feeders attached to a transformer, click on the Trace On option of the SCS 
menu and then click on the transformer to be traced. 

To turn off the tracing of a feeder, click on the Trace Off option of the SCS menu and then 
click on a line section of the feeder. 

To select the color that the feeders are to be traced in, click on the Trace Color option of 
the SCS menu.  This displays the Drawing Style Select dialog box.  Select a drawing style 
that you wish the tracing to be done with and either double click on the selected drawing 
style or click on the dialog box's OK pushbutton. 

To examine the data associated with a line section, click on the Line Section Data option 
of the SCS menu.  This displays the Line Section Data dialog box.  To remove the dialog 
box, click on the dialog box's Cancel button. 
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Figure 4-2 Line Section Data Window 
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6 Line Section Maintenance Utility 

The Line Section Maintenance Utility (LSMU) provides the ability to interactively review 
and modify the Line Section database.  The program requires only the QSCADA client 
software be installed.  The following commands are supported: 

Check 
Close 
Create 
Dump 
Open 
Add 
Modify 
Delete 
Report 
Select 
Show 
Status 
Help 
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LSMU is invoked by running the LSMU Client of QSCADA: 

 

Commands can be entered in the command textbox and sent to the server by either hitting 
the Enter key or Selecting the Send Request button.  Data returned is displayed in the 
main textbox window.  Data displayed in the main textbox window can be Saved to file by 
Selecting the Save to File button. 

6.1 "Create" Command 

The "create" command has the following syntax:  

CREATE 
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The "create" command creates a new set of line section data files.  This command is 
normally used only once, when the SCADA system is configured. 

6.2 "Open" Command 

The "open" command has the following syntax:  

OPEN 

 

The "open" command opens the line section data files. 

6.3 "Show" Command 

The "show" command has the following syntax:  

SHOW   line_section_name 
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The "show" command displays (dumps) a single line section. 

6.4 "Select" Command 

The "select" command has the following syntax: 

SELECT  line_section_name  [/START=level][/END=level][/CHANGED] 

 [/ALPHABETICAL] 

where:  

line_section-name specifies the name of a line section that is 
part of the network area to be selected ("*" 
can be used to select all line sections). 

/ALPHABETICAL sorts the selected line sections 
alphabetically for the reports and dumps.  
The default behavior is to sort 
topologically. 

Level specifies the desired network level. 

The "select" command permits the selection of line sections for use by the "report" and 
"dump" commands. 

The following network levels are supported: 

 STATION_TRANSFORMER 

 STATION_BUS 

 STATION_FEEDER 

 SUBSTATION_TRANSFORMER 

 SUBSTATION_BUS 

 SUBSTATION_FEEDER 
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 TIE 

The “select *” command will only select line sections that are in a network and the 
network level is one of the above network levels. 

 

6.5 "Add" Command 

The "add" command has the following syntax: 
LSMU>ADD     line_section_name  [/field_name=value] 

The "add" command defines a new line section. 

For details on the available field names, see User Specified Line Section Fields. 

 

6.6 "Modify" Command 

The "modify" command has the following syntax: 
LSMU>MODIFY  line_section_name  [/field_name=value…] 

The "modify" command re-defines an existing line section. 

For details on the available field names, see User Specified Line Section Fields. 

 

6.7 "Delete" Command 

The "delete" command has the following syntax: 
LSMU>DELETE 
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The "delete" command marks as "deleted" all of the currently selected line sections(s). 

 

6.8 "Check" Command 

The "check" command has the following syntax:  
CHECK [/CONNECTIVITY][/TOPOLOGY] 

The "check" command verifies the network to determine if any of the line sections de-
energize, looped or paralleled and displays an information message if any of these 
conditions are found, but does not give the cause. 

If /CONNECTIVITY is specified, the electrical connectivity of the network is verified.  This 
switch is incompatible with the /TOPOLOGY switch. 

If/TOPOLOGY is specified, the topological connections of the network are verified.  This 
switch is the default and is incompatible with the /CONNECTIVITY switch. 

 

6.9 "Report" Command 

The "report" command has the following syntax:  
REPORT [/GRAPHICAL][/TABULAR] 

The "report" command writes out the currently selected line section(s) to the selected 
"output". 

If "/GRAPHICAL" is specified, the graphical report format is used showing the line section 
names and types in an indented list.  This switch is the default and is incompatible with the 
/TABULAR switch.  (See "Line Section Report") 

If "/TABULAR" is specified, the tabular report format is used showing the line section 
names, types and links in a table.  This switch is incompatible with the /GRAPHICAL 
switch.  (See "Line Section Report") 
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6.10 "Dump" Command 

The "dump" command has the following syntax:  
DUMP 

The "dump" command displays the details of the selected Line Sections. 
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6.11 "Help" Command 

The "help" command has the following syntax:  
HELP 

The "help" command displays a list of LSMU commands and the line section fields 
available for modification. 
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6.12 "Status" Command 

The “status" command has the following syntax:  
STATUS 

The "status" command displays a summary of the Line Section database.  The database 
must be closed to run the “status” command. 
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6.13 "Close" Command 

The “close" command has the following syntax:  
CLOSE 

The "close" command closes the Line Section database. 

 

 

6.14 User Specified Line Section Fields 

6.14.1 /EQUIPMENT_TYPE 

The equipment type of the line section sees following list for valid types: 

 STATION_TRANSFORMER 

 SUBSTATION_TRANSFORMER 

 BUS 

 FEEDER_MAIN 

 TIE_SWITCH 

 TIE_BREAKER 

 SWITCH 

 BREAKER 

 SPLITTER 

 FUSE 

 CONDUCTOR 

Example: 
/EQUIPMENT_TYPE=BUS 

6.14.2 /PHASE 

The line section phase, valid phases: 

 R - phase R 

 W - phase W 

 B - phase B 

 RWB - all three phases 
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Example: 
/PHASE=R 

6.14.3 /STATUS_POINT 

The line section status point, valid SCADA point names in quotes. 

Example: 
/STATUS_POINT="S101,STATUS" 

6.14.4 /LINK 

The names of the line section topology links. 

Example: 
/LINK=(SUB_101, BUS_101) 
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6.14.5 /NOLINK 

The names of the line section topology links to remove (only valid for Modify 
command). 

Example: 
/NOLINK=(SUB_101, BUS_101) 

6.14.6 /N_CUSTOMERS 

The number of customers serviced by the line section. 

Example: 
/N_CUSTOMERS=1234 

6.14.7 /DESCRIPTION 

A description of the line section enclosed in quotes. 

Example: 
/DESCRIPTION="Substation 101" 

6.14.8 /VOLT_POINTS 

The line section's associated voltage SCADA point names in quotes prefixed by the 
phase. 

Example: 
/VOLT_POINTS=(R:"S101,V1", W:"S101,V2", B:”S101,V3") 

6.14.9 /AMPS_POINTS 

The line section's associated current SCADA point names in quotes prefixed by the 
phase. 

Example: 
/AMPS_POINTS=(B:"S101,I2") 

6.14.10 /WATT_POINTS 

The line section's associated watt SCADA point names in quotes prefixed by the 
phase. 

Example: 
/WATT_POINTS=(R:"S101,P1", B:"S101,P3")  

6.15 Line Section Report 

Two formats of the report are supported, a tabular report format showing the line section 
names, types and links in a table and a graphical report format showing the lines section 
names and types in an indented list. 

The line section names in the reports are ordered according to how they were selected.  
That is, if the /ALPHA switch was selected, then the names appear in alphabetical order, 
else they are in topological order. 
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7 Import of Topological Data 

The WorldView import facilities allow the user to import graphical map data from an 
AM/FM system via DXF files.  The import program preserves any layer information 
contained in the DXF files, and in fact, the user can selectively import into WorldView only 
those layers that are needed. 

These facilities can also be used to import topological data from the AM/FM system via flat 
text files.  This topological data is used by the System Connectivity Status (SCS) sub-
system to compute energized/de-energized status of line sections.  It is also used by 
WorldView to provide a feeder trace function. 

The topology import program can also be used to populate previously imported maps with 
pre-defined SCADA points. 

7.1 Importing Topological Data 

The topological data import is based on a text file where each record defines one line 
section.  The records have the following form: 
 
Section_name,equipment_type,line_type,phase,adjacent_section_names,xy_list 
 
Where “equipment type” can be any of the following: 

 STATION_TRANSFORMER 

 SUBSTATION_TRANSFORMER 

 BUS 

 FEEDER_MAIN 

 TIE_SWITCH 

 TIE_BREAKER 

 SWITCH 

 BREAKER 

 FUSE 

 CONDUCTOR 
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Circuit type = The import program adds the prefix "SCS_" to form the name of the drawing 
style table which the viewer will use to draw the line section with E.g. circuit type "4KV", 
which uses drawing style table "SCSS_4KV".  If this entry is omitted, the drawing style 
table SCS_COLORS is used. 
 
Phase  = A, B, C     single phase 
         ABC         3-phase (ganged) 
 
xy_list  =     (x,y),(x,y…) 

The sample shown below represents two (2)  3-phase line sections, SEC230 and 
SEC231, connected via a 3-phase switch SWI135, Sections TAP112 and TA113 are 
single-phase taps (from phases B and C) that extend in opposite directions from the 
middle of section SEC231. E.g. 

 

For each line section in the text file, the import program: 

 Adds or updates a corresponding line section entry in the Worldview line 
section database, and 

 Adds or updates a corresponding line section object in the map by 
matching the x-y coordinates of graphics primitives in the map against the 
xy_lists in the topology file. 

For polylines, the import program matches only the first and last coordinates in xy_list. 

If the line section is a device that has no length, such as a switch, only one x-y coordinate 
is needed in xy_list. 

7.2 Import of SCADA Point Names 

Besides creating the line section objects in the maps, the import program contains an 
option to also create associated point objects in the map to represent SCADA database 
points (E.g., breakers, switches, fuses).  Note that this process does not create the points 
themselves.  These must be created via the SCADA system's point editor.  What this 
process does is automatically add the points to the imported map. 

The specification of the names and locations of the SCADA points is contained in the 
same text file that contains the topological data.  For each line section where there is an 
associated SCADA database point, the topology text file should contain a secondary 
record that immediately follows the principal line section record.  The secondary record 
defines the SCADA point name. 

Each secondary record in the text file contains the same line section name as the primary 
record, but is identified by a special type code, POINT.  This is followed by the phase 
specification and the SCADA point name.  No xy_list is needed. 
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The format of a SCADA point name is:  
xxxx,yyyyyy 
where "xxxx" is a station name (up to four characters) and "yyyyyy" is the point name (up 
to six characters). 

The sample shown below defines a 3-phase switch on a line section named SWI135, and 
specifies the associated SCADA point name to be "STN1,SW135". 

SWI135,   SWITCH, 4KV, ABC, SEC230, SEC231, (34.5, 45.6) 

SWI135,   POINT, 4KV, ABC, (STN1,SW135)   

When the import program finds a specified SCADA point name, it: 

 Stores the SCADA point specification into the WorldView line sections 
database record, and 

 Adds a dynamic data point to the map (via a WorldView status Pmacro).  
If there is a symbol at the specified location in the map, then the symbol is 
converted to a Pmacro.  The symbol to Pmacro mapping is specified in an 
options file, which the user can edit via a text, editor.  If there is no symbol 
or there is no Pmacro mapped to the symbol in the options file, then no 
point is added to the map. 
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QEI provides a wide variety of Automation Products and services to 
the Electric Utility Industry. QEI’s customers are a mixture of major 
utilities, government and military agencies as well as global 
Electrical Transmission and Distribution OEM's. 
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